Inadequate teacher: What to do?
The first thing we want to tell you is not to panic before your time! It is quite possible that the new
instructor has some problems (maybe he has a small child who does not sleep well) and that is why the
new assistant professor is as if in nirvana in your classes. Only after several weeks it is possible to say
with certainty about the problem of inadequacy of the teacher.
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Well, what should you do if you happen to find a lecturer who is full of energy and inadequacy? Bite your
elbows, gentlemen...Just kidding! =) Always understand that everyone is unique and that everything
flows, everything changes. So you don't get frustrated with your teacher's outrageous behavior, just ignore
his or her actions.

Pretend you don't care what he does. Perhaps he is just trying to impress you, to make an audience for
himself, so to speak. Do not fall for these tricks. Act natural and relaxed.

Stay away from the front rows. If your new teacher all will not calm down and you can not bear to look at
his frantic actions, do not traumatize your psyche, sit at the lectures away from him. There, on Kamchatka
it will hardly get at all. Even if he bothers you, he won't bother you as much as your friends in the front
row.

Concentrate on your studies, not on your teacher's behavior. Try not to pay attention to his quirks. You
came to the institute to gain knowledge. So concentrate only on the useful information, knowledge which
gives you the teacher.

If you got such a "fruit", which does not give absolutely knowledge, then feel free to write him a report
on the entire group to the dean. Your, teacher, believe me, immediately come to mind, because now to get
a good job is very difficult and so, so he will not kicked out, he will lecture in normal mode.

But also be afraid after your joint complaint consequences - but it's a temporary thing, so it's worth a little
patience and everything will be back to normal immediately. But the next time the teacher will know that
it is the student who determines his work, so once again he will not "give the bad product to the client.

Talk to the teacher directly. But do not immediately run as a group to the dean and complain about a
negligent teacher. It is better to get together as a group and tell your teacher directly that this style of
teaching does not suit the students.

Maybe the new teacher cannot yet adjust to the new students, i.e. to you and feels a certain nervousness in
front of the new team. A frank conversation will remove a lot of this insecurity, and this will further mean
that both you will get better teaching of the subject and the teacher will feel more confident.

Everyone is different and you will notice this even more in adulthood. In the past, if there was a problem,
immediately, without a second thought went on the attack, i.e. to fight. We live in the twenty-first
century, a century where there should be no wars, not even micro-conflicts, but reasonable negotiations
on the most acute problems. Remember that a bad peace is better than a good war. So don't simply
conflict with the teacher. Act decisively if that teacher's behavior is simply not within the bounds of
propriety.

